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Welcome to The Englert Theatre

I stood in front of a packed room at Prairie Lights Bookstore. The people sat and waited patiently. I was not the main event. I was a bridge to be crossed. In a few minutes brilliant writers and thinkers would take the stage to headline an event at Mission Creek Festival 2018. Yet, I was not there to talk about literature, music, or art: I was there to talk about sponsorship. It’s always an interesting moment, standing before an audience that hasn’t come to see me. I looked into the eyes of those literature fans and wondered how long they’d endure me before their empty gazes signaled my recusal from the stage.

Indeed, sponsorship is a riveting subject. It constitutes 35-40% of Mission Creek Festival’s annual budget, key portions of that support coming from our title sponsor University of Iowa Community Credit Union (UICCU) and our tireless advocates — both staff and council — at the City of Iowa City. A series of deep partnerships with various departments and programs at the University of Iowa and local businesses comprise the remainder of the support.

While we live for this work, navigating the fundraising waters of sponsorship can be dizzying: $10,000 from an organization one year dissolves into $1,000 the next year as a company’s funding and marketing priorities shift. That kind of volatility makes fundraising for cultural programming a nerve-racking job. (Stop by our office sometime and witness us sweat under the crushing weight of spreadsheets that refuse to reconcile until we’ve found those last two sponsors at $2,500 each: no dinner, no ice cream, no family time until we’ve closed the gap.)

From a different view, the act of seeking sponsorship also demands our staff to actively engage with the businesses and institutions that define our community. We actually have to talk to the people in our neighborhood and even if the answer is no: we have talked, we have listened, and we know each other. Spiritually speaking, $250 from a small 500 sq ft business means as much as $25,000 from a corporate giant. Both of those checks reflect a business’ willingness to reinvest in the place where it thrives.

I recall visiting UICCU’s old HQ on Mormon Trek over six years ago with Christopher Wiersema (Feed Me Weird Things, MCF programmer) and Joe Tiefenthaler (FilmScene, MCF programmer) and sharing our dreams with their staff for expansion both in the performance and literary aspects of Mission Creek. I think I was wearing khakis (I literally wear jeans 300 days/year) and it was the first time I’d ever seen Mr. Wiersema dust off a sportcoat; we must have looked like scrappy art kids sitting in that revered financial institution. But the staff heard us out and not only said they would support our effort but actively encouraged us to do the work we wanted to do, to pursue our vision, to take a chance on building an experience alongside our community. That investment helped realize some of our boldest programming: legend Philip Glass and emerging composer Oneohtrix Point Never sharing the stage at the Englert, Faust wielding a cement mixer in the dark hollow of Gabe’s, and resident writers like Roxane Gay and Kiese Laymon pouring their art and labor into the heart of our community. A core fact remains unshakeable: investing in the arts reflects an investment in our collective spirit.

Yet, if the front yard of one’s brand is for sale – in this case, Mission Creek Festival – where do we draw the line? Would anyone care if our intimate arts festival for independent voices secured Amazon as our title sponsor? How would Mission Creek Festival presented by Aflac sound? Everyone needs insurance, right? There are likely a lot of blue-leaning Upper West Side New Yorkers at odds with the political will of the Koch Brothers, yet they are not at odds with the New York City Ballet’s performances that grace the stage of the David H. Koch Theater at the Lincoln Center. Each arts organization, it seems, must return to their guiding set of values and consider how each sponsorship aligns or deviates from the road map. Remember, art transcends many of the divisions that hamper us culturally. Art is the element that unites. And, for most organizations, “sustaining and preserving” are core aspects of their charge – and those two efforts require support and money.
For Mission Creek the choices so far have been easy: with each year our sponsors have increasingly become more Iowa-based and it is a point of pride to list the names of our backers: ten years of working with SCOPE Productions, media support from Iowa Public Radio and Little Village, local food, beer and spirits through Big Grove Brewery and Cedar Ridge, backing from Bread Garden Market, Iowa City Downtown District, Think Iowa City, Iowa City Area Development, and The Tuesday Agency - the list goes on.

I addressed the crowd at Prairie Lights and though I knew my time was limited, I didn’t feel nervous or weird as soon as I started talking. I am excited to talk about sponsorship to the audiences whether it’s at Prairie Lights, the Englert, or any other venue in our town. The contributions of varying size reflect a deep faith in our vision for the festival and our sponsors see themselves as being part of the energy the festival puts into our community.

“Thank you for being here,” I said to the audience. “We literally can’t do this without our sponsors and we can’t do it without you.” The words seemed to resonate: I think people understood that from businesses to individuals in our community, we all play a part in culture’s sustained existence. I stepped aside and made way for the artists.

Sincerely,
Andre Perry
Executive Director

CONTACT US
englert.org
info@englert.org
319.688.2653
221 E. Washington St.
Iowa City, Iowa 52240

PREMIER SEASON SPONSORS

These Premier Season Sponsors helped make tonight’s event possible.
Thanks to their generous support, the Englert is able to bring the best locally and nationally known performers to the Iowa City/Coralville area.
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Lake Street Dive returns to the Englert for a sold out show on September 3, 2018. The band has become as known for their live performances as for their unique blend of soul, pop, and jazz—training together as students at the New England Conservatory, forming in 2004. The band is touring in support of their first self-produced album, Free Yourself Up, released in May and featuring the talents of touring keyboardist Akie Bermiss. I enjoyed the following conversation with the band’s bassist and back up vocalist, Iowa City native Bridget Kearney, on a pleasant Friday afternoon in May.

What about having grown up in Iowa City still informs your approach to writing music? Do you have any memories of seeing music in Iowa City that you’d like to share? I have a ton of memories of seeing music in Iowa City — some of the first five concerts I went to were the Jazz Festival or the Arts Festival. I remember seeing Shawn Colvin play, Nickel Creek at the Arts Festival — I was so inspired by the whole presentation of that show and how I was captivated from the top of the show to the end of it. Iowa City has always had a really great rotation of a wide variety of styles of music coming through.

What was important to you in your education/training as a musician? What did the formal education add that you think has allowed you to develop your career? I think there’s a combination of things important in music education. One of them is passion, and love for music — it’s really hard to sustain a genuine creative flow without really loving what you’re doing. That’s fed by variety, encouragement, seeing shows, getting deep into records. I was fortunate enough to have teachers who would bring stuff my way. The second thing is discipline and learning the way that repetition and focus can train you to do new things. It’s something I still marvel at and am delighted by. I was recently doing a tour as a guitar player and singing — I’d never done that before. It was kicking me back to the lesson room as a high school student — take it one day at a time, work on it over and over.

What did you feel was particularly special about Lake Street Dive to the extent that you left Joy Kills Sorrow to pursue it? Lake Street Dive, from the earliest days of playing together, the band had a nice chemistry. There’s a balance to the way that we are as people and as musicians — you can’t all do the same thing at the same time. You have to leave space for one another and complement each other in a way that’s hard to find. We found that early on, didn’t really know what to do with it, and it took a dozen years to figure out what it means. Even now, we’re still looking for new directions to take it in.

What would you say is the core of Lake Street Dive in terms of its vision for music, art, or truth? One of the things we each talked about focusing on is being a “song band.” Some music is focused on virtuosity, some is on production elements. We’ve tried to maintain a focus on songs — what’s the
song about, what's the story, what's the best way to tell the story (ballad or bombast), but maintaining a focus on the song.

In what way do you think that the band provides something musically innovative and distinctive? How do your diverse backgrounds as musicians help? Or would you argue that the key to it is truly jazz? These are related. We started as jazz musicians, and in the early days of the band we were playing closer to jazz than now — the instrumentation was just upright bass, drums, trumpet. It was a bare bones structure. But now we play rock and roll with keyboards, electric guitar — but it still has its roots in improvisation and in the sort of broader palate of harmony and melody that you're exposed to and allowed to in jazz music. We're still looking to give a song what it needs. Usually, the song isn't helped by an obtuse harmonic approach — but if you have it in your tool bag and you bring it out for just one moment, it can be quite dramatic, shocking, and excite the listener. That's where we're coming from — focus on the story, but dipping into the music theory bag.

How did producing your own work allow you to find new ways of appreciating what music is, or how the process works? I think it's almost as if someone introduced me to a new color that I'd never seen before because I didn't have a word or concept for it. It's opened up my ears to all the things you can do with producing. I've gone back to records I've loved for years and listened with a producing helmet on and I've appreciated so many things that I only had known at a subconscious level before. The producing stuff can get technical, but when used right they make for subconscious layers of enjoyment, and depth. It's really exciting. We did it collectively, which is kind of unusual. Usually there's a producer outside of the band, or an artist self-produces, but we voted on things, or we'd hand off decisions or give up spots on the producer's chair. But it worked surprisingly easily, being a band and a democracy can be difficult but we found an easy flow.

Would you consider producing anyone else's work at some point? I've done that recently as well — Lonely Heartstring Band. It's not out yet. They're more Americana, all acoustic. But it's a really cool role to be in, something that I'm excited about learning more about.

Joy Kills Sorrow covered Postal Service, I know — what is it about covering other work that excites you musically? Is it related to what you enjoy in producing? To your background in jazz? How do you hear a song differently when or as you decide that you're going to cover it? It's kind of all of those things — learning a song is so different from listening to it, and songs that, for example — like “Walking on Broken Glass.” I love the song so much, and I heard it so many times. But learning the song reveals the secrets of how it works on you as a listener. You get into the musician and the producer's heads. If I try to learn the drum part from the recording, it will illuminate something else. Playing it gets you deeper than just listening to it. I've thought about it like when you wear a Halloween costume — you put on a Dracula costume and it feels bizarre to inhabit the persona of Dracula, but eventually you wear the pants of the costume and it feels natural. With the covers, you learn the song, you're a student of it, but then it becomes part of your language and in the future you start utilizing some of the things you learned in your own playing.

Lake Street Dive has steadily grown in popularity in terms of venue size and album sales. From your perspective, though, what is it that makes you a successful band? How much of your sense of yourself as successful includes things like sales? We are psychically able to make our own music, and have it be our job. Especially these days because we're supported by our crew and the management, the weight of logistics is off our plate, and all we have to do is play good shows and make great records.
IOWA PREMIUM BEEF
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Becoming an Active Audience Member

TAKING A TOUR THROUGH THE UNFAMILIAR

DAN BOSCALJON

One longstanding attraction of art is its ability to captivate and transport an audience, its capacity to open up new worlds that provide a break from our everyday reality. Our current, largely spectacle-driven entertainment industry is generally profitable. Like most forms of technology, entertainment has become structured on a business model of planned obsolescence — offering a cheap product as a way of driving up sales. Maximizing profit has led to an emphasis on repetition and simplicity and thus to content meant to be consumed and forgotten. The sugar rush of CGI action in lieu of thoughtful content has culminated in the impoverishment of worlds that the spectator co-creates. Movies and other art forms have gravitated toward providing audiences with distraction instead of substance, compensating audiences filled with workers exhausted from their labors, parents wearied from their kids, or the bored and listless. Offering fantasy, these forms of art are often technically superb and frequently forgettable, not rewarding further thought.

Fortunately, not all art follows the consumer model: we still seek out those stories that stick in the bones, music with melodies that leaves an unquenchable thirst, images that linger in the mind for months, or years after they are seen. Although there’s nothing inherently wrong with consumable art, just as there are moments when an Oreo is the only answer to the question one is asking, finding such art is sometimes difficult — even for the willing.

One way to distinguish among different forms of art is to think about it in terms of the world that the artist is exploring. Art designed to be consumed tends to create a sense of consolation. It often is grounded in what is familiar to us and requires little from its audience to move from the everyday world into its confines. The worlds of superheroes, like the newest summer anthem sweetening the swimming pool, have gained this sense of familiarity. The plots of such movies, like the chorus of such songs, largely reflect and repeat what has come before and increase audience appetites for what might follow after. Like airport thrillers, such art provides a glimmer of distraction before rooting us once more in our everyday existence. It becomes fodder for conversations, which themselves roll along familiar grooves. We can predict how much we will
enjoy or not enjoy this kind of art with a high degree of accuracy; it becomes safe.

Art becomes more thrilling as it leaves audiences with questions instead of answers, either questioning our assumptions about reality, or what we conceive as possible, or creating a path toward a new world. One of the most intense versions of this experience arises when encountering a performance that opens a new world from the perspective of an everyday world that is also foreign. In each of these cases, rather than peering through a window at something that is safely innovative, we are encouraged to become tourists in a new possibility. Experiencing new kinds of sounds, new instruments, new styles, new genres, new voices—these opportunities are the lifeblood of art.

The willingness to explore new forms of art — to embrace the role of taking a tour through the unfamiliar — has the additional benefit of learning how to appreciate one’s own art and culture all the more. We can learn to take the tourist’s perspective—even when re-encountering artists or performances that have been longstanding parts of our personal narratives—and find new things to observe and appreciate that our habitual orientations cause us to overlook. Presuming familiarity—in art, as with much else in life—often leads to the path of losing what had initially inspired our love and awe. And so: take chances. Be risky with art—especially with art that looks as though it takes risks. Find people whose tastes both include and diverge from your own, and follow them down paths that you may have assumed “aren’t your thing.” Find art that is strange to you, allow yourself to become a stranger to art. Delight and revel in novelties that are more than superficial beauties. Enjoy.
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In Rotation: Here’s to Shutting Up

In honor of our writer featuring music of little words, we will keep this brief: for this installment of In Rotation, founder of Feed Me Weird Things listening series and programmer for Witching Hour and Mission Creek Festival Chris Wiersema reviews four recent largely-instrumental albums.

Khruangbin — Con Todo El Mundo (2018, Night Time Stories)

“World Music” is a problematic conceit, even in well-meaning hands. You either end up with a joyless academic hodgepodge; or a sound so glossed and polished of any identity it exists only to complement a choir of blow dryers in hair salons. Through the narrow eye of this needle comes Khruangbin, a Houston-based trio whose talent matches pace with its taste. They’re name — “Airplane” in Thai — announces their intentions: the cuts here touching down in Iran, Thailand, the Caribbean, India, and Ennio Morricone’s vision of Mexico. What anchors these disparate musics is the trio’s smart decision to filter it through their own winding Texas psychedelia and west coast funk. The dusty guitar nimbly curls around itself, the bass woozes and wanders back and forth, and the drums are the very definition of in-the-cut. Neither novice nor head will have any trouble drifting away to this.

Mary Lattimore — Hundreds of Days (2018, Ghostly International)

Frequently relegated to the recording studio corner and ably played by very few, the harp thankfully has become a more and more frequent guest on a variety of stages and records, none more so than Mary Lattimore. Lattimore — L.A. by way of Philadelphia — has been dragging her massive 46-stringed harp back and forth across the country while performing with the likes of Jeff Zeigler, Kurt Vile, and Sharon Van Etten. All the while improvising and composing the instrumental vignettes that made up her first two albums, each a snapshot of a memory or moment of that long toured road. On Hundreds of Days, arranged and recorded during a two month residency, her compositions are fuller and more realized and stayed. Like Marisa Anderson, or Glenn Jones (two great solo acts), each track is a pointillism pastoral able to tell hundreds of their own stories without the player saying a word.
Jeff Parker — *The New Breed* (2016, International Anthem)

No summer record list is complete without a cruising record, something to boom when you’re coming through the block, and it has to make the trunk rattle. So let me recommend this jazz record. Not just any jazz artist, Jeff Parker has more solo and collaborative titles to his name as there are grains of sand on the beach, that is when he’s not punching in at his day job as guitarist of post-rock titans Tortoise. Twisting up his post-rock riddles, traditional jazz chops, and burning lowend funk makes it as beguiling to listen to as it is flat out fun. This record lights grills when it cruises by; it makes beer runs in the middle of the afternoon with the top down; it breaks out the brown paper bag of fireworks at dusk and never ever is it in any hurry to get anywhere in particular.

Shells — *Shells 2* (2017, Ginkgo Records)

Summer is a treasure hunt. So is this record. Hell, so is finding this record. Bio details are scant, which is fine, Shelley Salant from Michigan playing electric guitar through enough old amps to give it enough of a warm familiar buzz, and enough delay and reverb to give it a psychedelic feel when she wants it to. The artwork for the album is a painting by her mother, Katherine, from 1980 and the entire album pulls its deep emotional inspiration from it. The music and the painting are inseparable, both struck through with a deep nostalgia. These songs sound like mixing bowls of fresh picked berries and pricked fingers licked clean; dog-eared paperbacks swollen from saltwater breezes and faded from sun and sleep; like warm beers from a neighbor’s poorly guarded garage and tongue kissing practiced with a friend; like thrown rocks at slow moving freight trains and grime rimmed arm casts, like blown curfews before cell phones and porch screen doors closed juuuuust so.
Robert Morey
Owner
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Perhaps calling Jessica Egli “Events Director” at the Englert follows the maxim that it is better to be concise than accurate, but it more likely is that no cohesive set of terms or roles could accurately depict the range of roles and skills that Egli deftly juggles on a daily basis. Her three basic priorities include managing the Englert’s rental calendar, serving as the production manager for the Witching Hour and Mission Creek Festivals, and managing the production team and front of house team in tandem with Sarah Shonrock, the Englert’s Operations Director. The ground of each of these roles is Egli’s ability to gracefully anticipate and care for the occasionally competing needs of performers, patrons, and volunteers in a way that fosters a sense of inclusive community.

Egli grew up in Ames, Iowa and studied Theater Arts at the University of Iowa with an emphasis in acting, receiving her B.A. in 2010. Her work at the Englert started in 2008 when, to appease her parents, she responded to the Englert’s job posting for “Concessions Rock Star.” Following a brief stint in Portland, Ore., Egli returned to the town that had become her home to work with the staff who had become her family.

After mastering concessions, Egli was promoted to Front of House Manager, a position that she indicates was crucial to her personal and professional development. The winding trail leading to her present role gave Egli a wide appreciation for the range of communities that gather briefly within the space of the theater. Tori Morgensai, former Production Manager at the Englert and one of Egli’s best friends, notes that “Jessica started low level but made a lot out of it! She’s learned a lot and keeps adding things together to build a comprehensive picture of the organization.” Indeed, Egli’s firsthand knowledge of Englert operations allows her to anticipate the needs of performers and patrons to ensure successful events.

Her unique view of the Englert also emerges from her particular aesthetic sensibilities: because Egli inclines toward jazz standards, she witnesses the effect of the Englert’s programming on fans without herself being overwhelmed by the moment. When she can, she enjoys watching the interactions between the performers and the audience from a perch in the balcony. These moments showed her that the job is (in her words):

not about loving what comes through. Art is the passion people have—whoevers there performing, and whoever is in the audience—you can feel the energy in the room. I see the audience weeping, singing along, laughing, clapping, dancing—it is community. I have learned more than anything that art makes community, and the passion that people have for it inspires me.
Her insight on the role of art and community contributes to her central role in the Englert’s mission. As Shonrock puts it, “Jessica has the compassionate ability to see a production from every perspective—be it the artists, patrons, promoters, staff, or clients. Everyone is taken care of. Everyone feels valued. Jessica is a very real reason why so many people love the Englert Theatre and want to keep coming back. Jessica brings her love of performance and the arts into her work.”

The love of performance is capably balanced by a life of professionalism; on a personal level, serving as the face of the Englert has invited Egli to become a more calm, confident woman. These qualities were earned through fielding from “all sorts of personalities,” which eventually gave her “the vocabulary and language to speak to someone who is unhappy—or happy” and has enabled her to more effectively communicate the mission of the Englert. Her co-workers noticed her evolution. Morgensai puts it in this way: “She has learned how to get things done and make sure that they’re done well. She doesn’t get rolled over the way that happened when she was new at her jobs.”

The sense of confidence persists in her present role and has informed Egli’s approach to her growing set of responsibilities. Andre Perry, Executive Director at the Englert, credits this ability to master situations as part of why Egli is so valuable to the Englert community: “She really brings a positive and a thoughtful attitude to situations [and can] weather the storms that come through this place with poise. She’s able to put aside her stress, solve things, and stay the course. You can’t train [that skill]—you can nurture it, but it is a talent that she was born with.”

“WHEN THE ARTS ARE BEING NEGLECTED, IT’S CRUCIAL TO SEE THAT THE ARTS CAN BE EDUCATIONAL.”

Egli’s understanding of the importance of art to the Corridor community has continued to expand as she has emphasized her role as educator. For example, those who rent the theater without experience holding a fundraiser appreciate Egli’s expertise. She states, “I’m able to offer some assistance in [helping people realize their ideas], to train others or help them know how to make events happen because that’s what we do.” In addition to this, Egli has developed her job in ways that allows her to reach out to the university, collaborating with the university to promote interactions with the arts through “volunteers, internships, jobs, student organizations.” Further, Egli has spearheaded the resurrection of the Englert’s most recent educational program—an acting camp for fifth and sixth grade students. This is all part of Egli’s understanding of the value of art: “When the arts are being neglected, it’s crucial to see that the arts can be educational. And that extends to us going into the community with our expertise and our artists.”

Like many on the Englert’s staff, Egli appreciates how the Englert allows her to develop her career as her skills develop. She believes that the Englert’s emphasis on empowering its employees is one secret to the Englert’s continuity in staff. She says, “My last two titles were ones I made up with responsibilities I had gained.” Also crucial to continuity is a culture that inspires a deep, caring sense of community among the staff. Egli states, “I have a deep, pure love for this place—not just what we do, but the people in it. The place wouldn’t exist without the staff: without willingness to work 70 hour weeks, three weeks in a row. It has to be unique. It’s the people that make this all possible. This place is my home.” Fortunately, audiences are welcomed to share this home day after day, week after week, and participate in the community that the staff of the Englert enables.
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Proud supporter of the performing arts.

1308 Melrose Ave, Iowa City, IA 319-351-4588

Contact Connor@Englert.org

Onsite catering available with mobile oven.
Open every day except Monday.
The Englert is most readily recognized as a building. Thinking about what the Englert means invites images of what the building is: perhaps the illuminated marquee extending over the sidewalk, announcing upcoming acts, the gorgeously restored interior, or perhaps the stage itself, bare brick visible beneath the proscenium arch stretching overhead. As often happens, the place of the Englert becomes synonymous with its programming — the musical acts, theater productions, or films that one has embraced since it reopened fourteen years ago. This is fair, as one of the fundamental missions of the Englert is to develop, support, and preserve a dynamic, vibrant, inviting community dedicated to the kind of enrichment and engagement offered by the arts.

Even beyond the photographs and paintings that decorate the walls, it’s not incorrect to think of the Englert as a container of art, especially as the staff and crew of the Englert ensures that audiences are treated to professional quality sound and light designs. It is a place where diverse members of the community can gather, seeing old friends or making new memories, finding a group of kindred spirits with whom one can find a moment of awe, or beauty. At the same time, no matter how positively one regards the Englert as a venue, it would be a mistake to reduce its role as an advocate for the arts in Iowa to this kind of functionality alone. In addition to serving as a container for art, the Englert also is a curator of the arts, that cultivates audience appetites for art, and actively works to promote the creation of new art in order to develop the character of the Iowa City community.

The first way that the Englert goes beyond serving as a container of art, although related to this, is its work in curating different arts experiences. In order to ensure that the community can experience a wide variety of acts, the Englert has prioritized balancing the kinds of programming it offers to ensure that offerings appeal to a variety of audiences, all of whom can feel welcomed and at home in its space. Katie Roche,
"When I make curtain talks I like to ask for a show of hands of those who are visiting the Englert for the first time. We are always excited to see people who regularly take part in our programming, but it’s a different kind of excitement when we see that we’ve activated a new person or part of our community. Each new face means that we’ve provided a new access point to the arts and to the Englert."

—Katie Roche, Englert development director

The mission of The Englert Theatre is to inspire and activate positive community growth through the arts. This includes owning, maintaining, and operating the Englert - Iowa City’s last historic theater - as a vital community arts space as well as expanding the Englert’s programming vision and collaborative efforts beyond the walls of the theater through institutional efforts like Mission Creek Festival and Witching Hour and other projects that develop through vibrant partnerships. Programming seeks a balance between familiar and unknown, emerging and established, and local and far-reaching artistry.

development director at the Englert, says, "When I make curtain talks I like to ask for a show of hands of those who are visiting the Englert for the first time. We are always excited to see people who regularly take part in our programming, but it’s a different kind of excitement when we see that we’ve activated a new person or part of our community. Each new face means that we’ve provided a new access point to the arts and to the Englert."

More than offering diversity for its sake alone, however, the staff of the Englert is attentive to providing acts of consistent quality. This makes the Englert an excellent place to explore kinds of music or art that might be unfamiliar. For example, although one may not be a fan of bluegrass or experimental piano, one would be hard pressed to find a better example of these genres than Bela Fleck and Abigail Washburn or Nils Frahm, respectively. Perhaps the best known time of curation is Mission Creek Festival — more than merely host shows as a venue, the Englert is responsible for producing the festival (booking acts, scheduling times, ensuring cohesion). Because artists are explorers, moving into the unknown as they create new songs, new sounds, or new thoughts, the Englert’s role as curator requires that it balance the familiar and the unfamiliar in a way similar to the work of a museum.

As the Mission Creek Festival has worked to become different than just another music festival — developing a reputation for putting together a week of artists who have the cohesion of an old-fashioned mixtape — it also have begun to attend to helping audiences cultivate aesthetic tastes. One form that this has taken is the introduction of the Witching Hour Festival, an innovative autumnal festival that invites audiences to explore different ways of experiencing the arts and introducing audiences to artists that make art from within the margins. The festival also incorporates many workshops and curiosities, providing space both for thoughtful conversations about what art means and how to engage in it more actively. Attending these festivals becomes a way that one learns to resonate alongside forms of art that would otherwise have been overlooked.

Third, the Englert also is responsible for creating new art. Beyond the independent merits of its staff, several of whom have artistic careers in addition to their work at the Englert, the institution has also become invested in engineering opportunities for art to emerge. This has included the Iowa City Song Project album released in 2012, with new songs offered by local favorites. It led to the Artist in Residency program in 2014, featuring Nat Baldwin of the Dirty Projectors. In addition to allowing time for Baldwin to explore new ground as an artist, it also allowed the community to gain from Baldwin’s knowledge as he taught workshops on songwriting for area youth. In 2016, the Englert commissioned Sean Lewis to write and direct The Evolution of Bruno Littlemore, a play based on a novel by Iowa Writer’s Workshop Benjamin Hale. Finally, the Englert has been expanding its direct involvement in education, featuring a writing workshop this spring and an acting camp for children this summer.

All of this comes together to allow the Englert to become part of what defines the character of Iowa City. From fostering the development of a local music scene to featuring an art gallery on the second floor, the Englert continues to explore what a community theater can become. Beyond a space where residents can gather, the Englert continues to evolve into a space where the community can expand.
Become a Friend

As a nonprofit theater, ticket sales and other earned income cover only a portion of our costs, and we need the help of community members like you. Donations to the Englert help support several aspects of operations including but not limited to outreach projects in our community, programming costs for artist performances and residencies, maintenance and preservation of our historic building, and capital improvement projects.

The Friends of the Englert program is our way to say thank you, providing donors of $35 or more with priority access to tickets for in-demand shows, free and discounted ticket prices, and other Englert insider benefits and information. Contact the Box Office or visit bit.ly/englertfriends

Recognition

Benefits for Friends of the Englert begin the day you donate, and continue for 12 months, at which time you will have the opportunity to renew or upgrade your membership. You may also choose to give monthly or auto-renew your membership.

Englert Eateries:

» El Banditos
» Clinton Street Social Club
» Devotay
» Takanami
» Trumpet Blossom Café
» Yotopia Frozen Yogurt

$35 to $99

The ability to buy tickets BEFORE they go on sale to the general public (via email notification) and a discount code for 50% off any Captured Live Programming, like National Theatre Live screenings, through 2019.

$100 to $249

All of the above, plus:
Recognition in Stages (the Englert playbill) and frozen yogurt for two at Yotopia.

$250 to $499

All of the above, plus:
A $25 gift certificate good for dinner on show nights at one of our wonderful Englert Eateries: Clinton Street Social Club, Devotay, El Banditos, Takanami, Trumpet Blossom or Yotopia.

$500 to $999

All of the above, plus:
An additional $25 Englert Eatery gift certificate and email alerts when tickets are released for sold out shows.

$1000 to $2499

All of the above, plus:
A special dinner with the Englert Theatre Executive Team.

$2500 - $4,999

All of the above, plus:
Sponsorship recognition on a mutually agreed Englert program.

$5000+

All of the above, plus:
10 complimentary tickets to an Englert Presents event with private gallery reception.
Our Friends of the Englert

IT IS WITH GRATITUDE THAT WE LIST OVER 2500 FRIENDS OF THE ENGLERT, INCLUDING ANONYMOUS DONORS, INDIVIDUALS, FOUNDATIONS, HOUSEHOLDS, AND BUSINESSES WHO SUPPORT THE ENGLERT IN THE FORM OF GOODS, SERVICES, AND FUNDING. THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING OUR MISSION AND HELPING US SERVE OUR COMMUNITY.

**$2,500+**
- Anonymous
- Laura & Nick Bergus
- Bradley & Riley PC
- Bread Garden Market
- Cedar Ridge Winery & Distillery
- M.C. Ginsberg
- Lenore & Charles Hale
- Goodfellow Printing
- Hands Jewelers
- Hills Bank & Trust
- Adam & Brigette Ingersoll
- Integrated DNA Technologies
- Iowa Arts Council
- Press Citizen Media & Gannett Foundation
- Iowa City/Coralville Convention and Visitors Bureau
- Iowa Department of Cultural Affairs
- Nate & Samantha Kaeding
- Scott McDonough
- Midwestix.com
- MidWestOne Bank
- Monica Moen
- Best Case Wines
- National Endowment for the Arts
- New Pioneer Co-op
- Tim Pearson
- River Products Company Inc.
- Rockwell Collins
- Toyota of Iowa City, Inc.
- University of Iowa Community Credit Union
- Washington County Riverboat Foundation
- West Music Company
- Zephyr Copies & Design

**$1,000-2499**
- Anonymous
- Steve & Nancy Abram
- Tim Bosserman
- Wally & Karen Chappell
- Community Foundation of Johnson County
- Gregory Cilek
- Jon Darsee & Polly Price
- DNE Caplan Family Foundation
- Ecolips
- Fermenta Foundation
- Megan Fumerton
- Evan & Kressa Evans
- Jason & Melanie Friedman
- Patrick & Amanda Gavin
- Laurie Gutmann
- Rick & Rosanne Hopson
- Jimmy Jack’s Rib Shack
- Kenneth K. Kinsey Family Foundation
- Andrew & Phoebe Martin
- Linda & Paul Muhly
- Nowalk Family Fund
- Jenny Noyce & Wesley Beary
- Fred & June Perry
- Jack Piper
- Jim & Janet Ross
- John & Vickie Sharp
- Kent & Diane Smith
- Anna & Jeff Stone
- Dick & Joyce Summerwill
- Bob Weiss & Noelle Bowler
- Stephen & Victoria West
- Rod & Deborah Zeitler

**$500-999**
- Anonymous
- Steve & Gwen Beck
- Paula O. Brandt
- Ken Brown & Amy Kristof-Brown
- Chris Burt
- Richard & Ellen Caplan
- Jo Catalano
- Tarah Colaizy & Jason Estes
- Claudia Corwin & Tony Otoades
- Tim & Diane Crosby
- Rob Decker & Carrie Hough
- Ross & Mary DeValois
- Mark & Amy Dixon
- Dorie Forkenbrock
- Rick & Karen Fosse
- Scott & Sue Freeman
- Gary French
- Laura Frey Law & Ian Law
- James Parker & Nancy Emrich Freeman
- Michelle Gavin & Brian Mildenstein
- Midwestern Burrito
- Miriam Gilbert
- Hillary & Luke Granfield
- Mary & Bruce Harreld
- James Harris

**$250-499**
- Anonymous
- Lee-Ann Allen
- Eddie & Judy Allen
- Thomas Balmer
- Steve & Sue Bender
- Dan & Minette Black
- Megan Bohlke
- Carey Bostian & Miera Kim
- Loraine Brenner
- Doug Brenner
- Jacqueline Briggs & Eric Gidal
- David & Cindy Brown
- Carl R. Brown
- Alicia Brown-Matthes
- John W & Ellen K Buchanan
- Jeff & Diane Buffle
- John & Kim Callaghan
- Daniel & Terri Caplan
- Thomas L. Cardella
- Joyce Carman
- Thomas Carsner
- Norm Cate & Debra Ely

**$250-499**
- T. Hill & Catherine Ann Salata-Hill
- Mark & Martha Jepsen
- Cole Kent
- Annette Knebel & Tim Shields
- John & Claudia Knutson
- Steven Lamer & Cindy Reed
- Nancy S. & John P. LePeau
- Kathy Mathews & Edward Silagi
- Alan & Kristin Nagel
- Mark & Leslie Nolte
- Carrie Z. Norton
- Sue Otto
- Chuck & Mary Ann Peters
- Tami & Greg Pollari
- Tom & Carol Rosenberger
- Sonia Sugg & Joel Shlyansky
- Alan & Liz Swanson
- Jason & Traci Wagner
- Kevin Watkins & Mary Mockaitis
- Weigel Family
- Teresa & George Weiner
- Ryan & Amanda West
- LaDonna & Gary Wicklund
- Mark & Laurie Zaiger
Velvet Coat

Best seat in the house
FURNITURE | LIGHTING | HOUSEWARES | ACCESSORIES from the world’s greatest classic and contemporary designers
On the corner of Dodge & Davenport | Iowa City
319. 354. 2623 | info@designranch.com

from broken... to beautiful
Expert repair for your favorite and best worn pieces.

Learn more at: willowwind.org
950 Dover St., Iowa City
(319) 338-6061

319-338-1566 • www.beadologyiowa.com
220 E. Washington Street • Iowa City
Directly across the street from The Englert Theatre.
“Play KCCK.”

“Playing Jazz 88.3 KCCK”

Jazz in the car, at work, and now… on the kitchen counter.

Listener-Supported Public Radio from Kirkwood Community College
At U.S. Bank, we believe art enriches and inspires our community. That’s why we support the visual and performing arts organizations that push our creativity and passion to new levels. When we test the limits of possible, we find more ways to shine.

usbank.com/community possible.

U.S. Bank is proud to support the Englert Theatre.

Iowa City Downtown Branch | 319.356.9000
204 E. Washington St.
Iowa City, IA 52240
We are thrilled to announce that Dr. Amanda Wendel has joined our practice and is ACCEPTING NEW PATIENTS! As a board-certified dermatologist with 7 years of experience in private practice, she provides a wide variety of medical, surgical, and cosmetic dermatologic services.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT US
319-339-3872  IOWACITYDERMATOLOGY.COM

302 Second St.
Coralville, IA 52241
Telephone: 319-338-2799

Collectively known as the "A-Team," Alan Swanson, Adam Pretorius, and Tim Conroy comprise the Iowa City Area's premier real estate trio.

ALAN SWANSON: 319.321.3129
ADAM PRETORIUS: 319.400.2741
TIM CONROY: 319.321.3679

ATEAMLISTENS.COM
Joshua Moe & Christopher Schuster
Suzanne Monkman
Kevin & Julie Monson
Jason & Rachel Napoli
Loras & Karen Neuroth
Mary New
John Nirschl
Kevin Code & Brenda O’Brien
Christopher Okishi
Scott Palmberg
Matthew Pappas
Eрин Payne-Christiansen
Travis Perry
Sherian & Jim Piper
Jeff Porter
Eric & Erin Pottebaum and Family
Luke & Tammia Protsman
William Prowell
Neil & Nancy Quellhorst
Crystal Raiber & Matt Wilkey
Betsy & Jon Rippentrop
Brooke Roason
Nancy Romine
Julia Ross
Jayne Sandler
Patricia Winokur & Tom Scholz
Mara & Helmut Schrott
John Shaw
Anthony Spitzer & Diane Van Hoozer
Don Stalkefleet
William & Marlene Stanford
Alan Stang
Corinne Stanley
Serena Stier & Steve Burton
Susan T. Strauss
Kristin Summerwill
Bruce Tarwater & Ruth Bradley
CJerry Waddilove
Jean M. Walker
Bruce & Dedi Walker
Jim & Christine Walters
Aaron Warner
Joe Wegman & Dawn Herren-Wegman
Ellen Widiss
Seva Center for Healing Arts
The Perry Foundation
Southgate Development
Shive-Hattery Architecture & Engineering
The Dickens Family
Steve & Jennifer
Steven W. Robin A. Anderson
Melissa Arey
Ronald & Connie Arispe
Matt Arnold & Pam Wesely
Gary Arrand & Tonya Peeples
Brennan Baehler & Mary Walser
Richard and Martha Ballie
Dan & Pam Bair
Matthew Bales
Ms. Margo Ballou
Jeanne & Craig Bancroft
Anna Barker
Kerri Barnhouse
Bill & Mary Ellen Barry
Carla Bartzuff
Matthew Bauer
Lisa Baum
Becky Baumgartner
Douglas Baynton & Katy Stavreva
River Music Experience
Debbie Beermann & David Van Dusseldorp
Kate Beihl
Astrid Hilger Bennett
Scott & Jerri Bennett
Tom Bergman
Klaas Berkeley
Richard & Melissa Berman
P. E. & Sherri Bethke
Jo Ann Binzen
Nancy Bird
Susan Birrell
Douglas Bissell
Linda & John Black
David & Lisa Bluder
Daphne Boldt
Derek & Stacy Borwardt
Steve & Amy
Kenn & Pat Bowen
Jo & Steve Bowers
Karl John Boyken
David & Amy Boysen
Randy & Sue Braverman
Richard & Phyllis Braverman
Steve Breese
Shelley Brighi
Carl Brown
Carolyn Brown & Jerry Zimmerman
Susan Brown & Gary Gussin
Don Brown & Judy Barkalow
Matt Brown & Gina Hausknecht
Charley Buck & Patricia Rossmann
Kevin Burford
Anne Burnsise
Doug & Julie Busch
Janelle Retting & Robin Butler
Jan & Kenn Hubel
Mary Huber
Lisa & Dick Hurban
Nancy Husted
Russell Husted
Alexas Ihrig
Ron & Pat Ikan
Matt Ivey & Ryan McBride
Marc Janssen
James Jeffries & Sandra Cook
David Jensen
Royce & Peg Johnson
Ellen L. Jones
Terry & Mike Jones
Phillip E & Jo Lavera Jones
Phyllis B. Jones
Barbara Jons
Marvin & Julie Jungling
Lucy & Michael Karem
James Kaufmann
Karen Kautzky
Julie & Joe Kearney
Kristy Kelbach
Ruth Kellems
Jim & Connie Kennedy
Nancy Kennedy
Chris Killon
Marian Wilson Kimber
Tony & Peggy Knight
Jen, Ted, Arlo & Mae Knights
Eric Kome
John & Patricia
Ron & Renee Kramer
Jan Friedman & John Kramer
Joe & Becky Krob
Rebecca & Markus Kuehn
Cecile & Ruedi Kuenzli
Steve Kuhl
Mary & Michael Kundert
Alice & Sheldon Kurtz
Douglas & Judy LaBrecque
Julia LaBua
Les & Kathy Lamping
John Langland
Robert P. Larkin
Russell & Sarah Larsen
Lance & Becky Larsen
LeAnn Larson
Karlyn & Larry Larson
Paula Laube
Art & Rose Lauer
Mary Laughlin & Roger Swartz
Heidi Lauritzen
Tom Lawrence
Jim & Elisabeth Leach
Michael Lee
Joyce & Phil Leff
Vicki Lensing
Jane DeWitt & Russ Lenth
David Leibsz
Rick & Sue Lewis
Jeff & Tracy Liebermann
Jessica Lien
Rachael Lindhart
Brenda Linley
Terry & Shery Lint
Jean Littlejohn
Stephanie Lockhart
Chris & Brittia Loftus
Joe Cilek & Nina Lohnman Cilek
Richard & Lynnette Loula
Bonnie Rae Love
Priscilla Lowther
David & Martha Lubaroff
Gary & Sharon Luss
Patrick Bauer & Christine Luzzie
Jane Lyons & John Macatee
Michael & Shelly Maharry
Walter & Joan Maley
Stephanie & Ray Manning
Kirk Manske
Mary Marine
Lara Marsh
Linda Marsh
Emily Martin
Carolyn & Joseph Martin
Tom Martin
Dan Masce & Meegen Gillette
Dan & Bridget Matheson
Mary & Greg Maxwell
Webster McBride
Sean & Kristi McCall
Erin McCormick & Mark Pooley
Paul & Linzee McCray
Jayne McCulley
Joseph & Patricia McGee
Scott McGill & Cecily Gabel
Steve McGrane
Brennan & Stacia McGrath
Linda McGuire
Colleen McHenry
Joye Ashton Mckusick
Kembrew McLeod & Lynne Nugent
Steve & Laura McLeran
Mark & Nancy McMullen
Susan McPeters
Jill & Finn Meadows
Shawn, Kelli & Zoe Meaney
Jerry & Pat Meis
Susan Mellecker
Chris & Denise Merritt
Catie & Pete Metz
Forrest Meyer
Mary & Gary Milavetz
Chelsi & Steve Miller
Stan Miller & Kathy Polvi
Elyse Miller
Tom Minnear
David Mittelholtz
Marc Moen & Robert Jett
Mike & Katie Molzen
Bob Montgomery
Kim & Liz Moore
Joseph Moore
Laurie Moore
Marc Morehouse
Joseph & Kathryn Moreland
Jeffrey & Cheli Morgan
Joanna Mouming
Scott & Mary Moye-Rowley
Katherine & John Moyers
Margaret Murray
Joan & Marcus Nashelsky
Henry Nathanson
Rebecca Neades & Ed Sheridan
Mark Newton
Dan & Doreen Nidey
Alan Cjatfield & Marcia Nidey
Mary Noble
Tom Nothnagle
Betsy Boyd & Bill Nusser
James O’Gorman
Joan O’Kones
Matt & Shari O’Rourke
Todd Olson
Sheila & Doug Ongie
Bob Oppliger
Chuck & Sally Orr
Polly & Armond Pagliai
Maggie O’Dea & Jean Parker
Randy & Darla Parks
Dave Parsons & LuAnn Reynolds
Amy Dobrian & Mike Partridge
Mark Patton
Lori & Jay Paulsen
David W. Peate
Ingrid & David Peate
Steve Pekios
Matthew Peoples
John Pepke
Marlene Perrin
Amanda Crosby & Andre Perry
George Perry
Joe & Coleen Peterson
Kirk & Barb Pfeiffer
Becky Phelps
Anne Phillips
Wesley Pilkington
AIRPORT & GENERAL TRANSPORTATION SERVICES

We provide Non-Stop Transportation Service suitable for
Business Travelers
Single Travelers
Groups
Families
Hotels

PO Box 394, Iowa City, IA 52244
(319) 471-2347
BOOK NOW AT:
www.anamancs.com

Professional, courteous drivers
New vehicles
Complimentary Wi-Fi
Available 24/7/365
Fully Insured

Why Wait When We Can Wait On You?
Locally Owned – Family Operated - Community Driven

Pick up your FREE copy at area doctor offices, hospitals, restaurants, grocery and convenient stores, and at all advertisers.

Download the Latest Issue & Check out the Corridor Event Calendar at www.cityrevealed.com. 319.477.2489
Our Volunteers
SINCE 2004, OVER 1,000 PEOPLE DONATED OVER 58,000 HOURS

Over 8,000 Hours
Kent Smith

Over 1,000 Hours
Linda Bergquist
Diana Durham
Carol Rosenberger
Tom Rosenberger
Diane Smith
Cheryl Tugwell
Andrea Woodhead

Over 500 Hours
Charles Brungardt
B Condon
Connie Goeb
Dawn Harbor
Elizabeth Holm
Mary Johnson
Judy Keefer
Kathleen Renquist
Kim Schillig
Mary Lund Shumaker
Julie Spencer
Marge Stell
Jan Stephan

Over 100 Hours
Margo Abbott
Bill Barry
Kens Bowen
Pat Bowen
Ruth Bradley
Bob Britt
Doug Brown
Vicki Burgess
Susan Bye
Aimee Donnelly
Katie Drop
Dottie Frank
Pam French
Steve Gardner
Therese Guedon

Pete Hammond
Sally Hartman
Quinter Harvey
Sara Harvey
Trevor Harvey
John Heck
Megan Hensel
Donna Johnson
Wayne Johnson
Jim Kelly
JaNae Ketterling
Brian Kleis
Kasi Koehler
Christina Lee
Brenda Leicht
Perry Lenz
Sue Lewis
Rick Lewis
Rachael Lindhart
Diane Machatka
Alison McGoff
Dave Moore
Michael Morgan
Janette Morgan
Cheyenne Munson
Bonita Nathan
Jeanne Nelson
Steve Nelson
Krista Neuman
Liz Newbury
Rachel Olsson
Ariane Parkes-Perret
Christina Patramanis
Deone Pedersen
Christine Pernetti
Megan Petkewic
Michael Petkewic
Jann Pidgeon
Theola Rarick
Bob Richardson
Paul Ries
Pam Ries
Rich Riggleman
Nathan Rogers
Teresa Rouse
Janet Ruppenkamp
Josh Sazon
Andreya Schneider
Linda Schreiber
Aaron Silander
Jeanne Somsky
Virginia Stamler
Peggy Stokes
Bruce Tarwater
Ellen Van Laere
Mary Vasey
Jim Weaver
Jim Webster
Helen Wilson
Harriet Woodford
Ron Wright
Sherri Zastrow

Over 50 Hours
Meggie Amber
Emily Anderson
Doug Beardsley
Jill Beardsley
Bob Boelman
Hyla Boelman
Heather Brunner
Jan Bye
Larry Cadle
Ian Corbin
Michelle Croft
Donald Denis
Ann Drop
Jon Eberlin
Natalie Ehalt
Alan Frank
Winnie Ganshaw
Jim Gulland
Allison Heady
Lucie Heck
Rita Holm
Erika Holm-Brown

Christy Logan
Stephanie Ma
Martha McCallister
Long Nguyen
Lan Nguyen
Reilly O’Gorman
James O’Gorman
Jan Palmer
Sarah Presley
Marnie Saegling
Rose Schmitt
Alok Shah
Doug Simkin
Abi Struck-Marcell
Ann Tigges
Genevieve Trainor
Donna Turner
Alison Volz
Karen Von Den Bosch
Pam Weest-Carrasco
Doug Williams
Kelly Winfrey
Becka Yucuis
Your safety and well-being is of utmost importance to us.

EXITS
Emergency exits are located throughout the theater auditorium. Please identify the emergency exit closest to your seat and note that it may not be the door you entered through.

WE ARE HERE TO HELP
Our ushers are stationed at auditorium entrances. If you have any questions or concerns during your visit to The Englert Theatre please ask an usher. If they don’t have the answer they will find the appropriate staff person to accommodate your needs.

STAY AWARE
Please remain aware of your surroundings and notify an usher or staff member if you notice anything that appears suspicious or out of place.

Above all, the use of common sense is key to the safety of everyone!

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY
You will be directed to leave the building by the sounding alarm or by theatre personnel. When exiting, please proceed in an orderly and prompt fashion to a safe area away from the building. We request you convene at the pedestrian mall located west of the building. Theatre staff will announce updates on if and when it is safe to re-enter the building.
Mother (Ghost)

MONTREUX ROTHOLTZ

our mothers have mouths
like detonators have their
mouths open tan and delicate

shoulders backed by mountains
and with copper sun
a woman is just another way

our mothers are transparent freckled
with dust have
visitors are visiting us

a woman is just another way
of being present our mothers
have red nails braids seasons

an explosion is a measurement
and a woman is just another way
damage from here to there
with chipped teeth our mothers walk

like sugar cane
creased with wind
and young

leaning over the edge
how silkily the wind functions
to tell time

leaning over the canyon
its bright creases
its propellant hurtle
to an end
are a visitation
are a pattern

of how far out death goes
of making light
bent fields
over death’s skin

Special thanks to Montreux Rotholtz and The Iowa Review for allowing us to share this piece. We are particularly honored to share the work of Montreux, a former Englert team member, who is rising in the world as an accomplished young poet. Her debut collection Unmark was released through Burnside Review Books in 2017. Her piece can be found in issue 48.1. Visit iowareview.org or Prairie Lights Bookstore to get your copy today!
CONCESSIONS
AT THE ENGLERT

FREE ICED COFFEE!
One free iced coffee with $5 purchase!
Must present Englert ticket stub to receive offer.

FREE SANGRIA OR ITALIAN SODA!
Present your Englert Theatre ticket stub/print-at-home ticket/eTicket for 1 free glass of sangria or Italian soda at Devotay! Redeemable for up to 7 days from show date.

CONCESSIONS AT THE ENGLERT

$3 Beverages
Coke
Diet Coke
Sprite
Dasani

$6 Wine
Henri de Richemer Piquepoul
Dubard Sauvignon Blanc/Sémillon
Domaine de Chantpierre Côtes du Rhône
Porta 6 Tinto
Dubard Merlot (coming Fall 2018)

Beers on Tap
Our craft beer on tap rotates frequently! Please ask a concessions attendant for a current list.

Regular features:
$6
Sutliff Cider
ReUnion Brewery select beers
Big Grove Brewery select beers

Beverages
Coke
Diet Coke
Sprite
Dasani

Coke
Diet Coke
Sprite
Dasani

Wine
Henri de Richemer Piquepoul
Dubard Sauvignon Blanc/Sémillon
Domaine de Chantpierre Côtes du Rhône
Porta 6 Tinto
Dubard Merlot (coming Fall 2018)
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Dubard Sauvignon Blanc/Sémillon
Domaine de Chantpierre Côtes du Rhône
Porta 6 Tinto
Dubard Merlot (coming Fall 2018)

FREE ICED COFFEE!
One free iced coffee with $5 purchase!
Must present Englert ticket stub to receive offer.

FREE SANGRIA OR ITALIAN SODA!
Present your Englert Theatre ticket stub/print-at-home ticket/eTicket for 1 free glass of sangria or Italian soda at Devotay! Redeemable for up to 7 days from show date.

Beers on Tap
Our craft beer on tap rotates frequently! Please ask a concessions attendant for a current list.

Regular features:
$6
Sutliff Cider
ReUnion Brewery select beers
Big Grove Brewery select beers

Beverages
Coke
Diet Coke
Sprite
Dasani

Wine
Henri de Richemer Piquepoul
Dubard Sauvignon Blanc/Sémillon
Domaine de Chantpierre Côtes du Rhône
Porta 6 Tinto
Dubard Merlot (coming Fall 2018)

Wine
Henri de Richemer Piquepoul
Dubard Sauvignon Blanc/Sémillon
Domaine de Chantpierre Côtes du Rhône
Porta 6 Tinto
Dubard Merlot (coming Fall 2018)
PHONE: 319-338-5000
812 S. SUMMIT STREET,
IOWA CITY, IA 52240
TUES - FRI 7 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.
SAT 7:30 A.M. - 3 P.M.

"Gisso! That's a four
letter word around here!"
-Betty Goody

Follow Deluxe on Facebook
and Instagram

PROUD SUPPORTER
OF THE ARTS
339-1000 • uiccu.org
THANK YOU

TO OUR 111 SPONSORS WHO HAVE SUPPORTED THE PUBLICATION OF STAGES! YOU MAKE THIS THE GREATEST PLAYBILL IN THE CORRIDOR. WE COULDN'T DO IT WITHOUT YOU!

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN ADDING YOUR BUSINESS TO OUR GROWING LIST OF ADVERTISERS, PLEASE CONTACT CONNOR AT CONNOR@ENGLERT.ORG TO RESERVE YOUR SPOT TODAY.
Upcoming Events

**ACTING OUT!**
August 6 - 11
Morning and Afternoon Courses available
$180 Morning or Afternoon Course Only / $300 Full Day (Registration required and available at the Englert Box Office)

The Englert Theatre is proud to announce its inaugural youth acting camp ACTING OUT!, welcoming incoming 5th and 6th graders for the week of August 6th – 11th. Join instructor Cara Clonch Viner and Englert events director and University of Iowa Theatre Arts Department alumna Jessica Egli in a two-course program utilizing improvisation to explore character development.

ACTING OUT! is part of Englert Wavelength, an education series furthering youth and adult connection with the arts.

**LAKE STREET DIVE**
September 3 at 7 p.m.
Sold Out

Lake Street Dive formed in 2004 while students at New England Conservatory and have been touring non-stop ever since, growing from basement venues like The Lizard Lounge in Boston, MA to selling out Radio City Music Hall in New York City.

For their 2018 release, *Free Yourself Up*, the quartet drafted touring keyboardist Akie Bermiss to join them in the studio. Adding another player to the process freed up the band members to explore a wider range of instrumental textures, construct more full-bodied arrangements, and build on their well-known background harmonies.

**AMANDA SHIRES**
September 21 at 8 p.m.
$25 - $85
Reserved Seating
Co-presented with FPC Live

The release of *To the Sunset* brings about the fifth album for acclaimed singer-songwriter and violinist Amanda Shires. The new album is Shires’ second with Grammy Award-winning producer Dave Cobb and will feature Shires’ adventurous, honest, and emotive songwriting.

Ms. Shires began her career as a teenager playing fiddle with the Texas Playboys. Since then, she’s toured and recorded with John Prine, Billy Joe Shaver, Todd Snider, Justin Townes Earle, Shovels & Rope, and most recently her husband Jason Isbell, as part of the 400 Unit.

Shires won the Emerging Artist of the Year Award at the 2017 Americana Music Awards, and also won the Grammy for Best Americana Album in 2018 as a member of the 400 Unit.

**KEB’ MO’**
September 26 at 8 p.m.
$41.50 - $149
Reserved Seating
Co-presented with FPC Live

It all took off for Keb’ Mo’ in 1994 with the self-titled release under his newly coined Keb’ Mo’ moniker, and over the years, he has proven that he is a musical force that defies typical genre labels. In the past two decades, Keb’ has cultivated a reputation as a modern master of American roots music through the understated excellence of his live and studio performances.

Album after album, 14 in total, have garnered him 4 Grammy awards and a producer/engineer/artist Grammy Certificate for his track on the Hank Williams Tribute – Timeless. He has received 11 Grammy nominations, in total, and most recently won the Grammy for Best Contemporary Blues Album for his collaborative album with Taj Mahal.
JAKE SHIMABUKURO  
September 28 at 8 p.m.  
$35 Reserved Seating  
Co-Presented with FPC Live

Jake Shimabukuro is an American ukulele virtuoso and composer known for his fast and intricate and skilled finger work. His first brush with the ukulele took place in Honolulu, Hawai‘i, when his mother sat him down at age four and taught him to strum. Shimabukuro hasn’t stopped since. The ukulele, with its humble four strings and modest two-octave range, is an instrument limited only by the imagination and creativity of the person playing it.

With a career stretching over 30 years, his music combines elements of jazz, blues, funk, rock, bluegrass, classical, folk, and flamenco. His most recent CD, Nashville Sessions, is one of his most adventurous, multifaceted and engaging records to date, blending elements of jazz virtuosity with heartfelt melodicism.

RANDY BACHMAN  
September 29 at 8 p.m.  
$65 - $125 Reserved Seating

In a rare and intimate setting, Randy Bachman weaves together the iconic hits of the Guess Who and Bachman-Turner Overdrive with the often-humorous stories that brought the songs to life. Inspired by his award-winning radio program “Vinyl Tap”, Randy takes his master storytelling and voluminous musical knowledge on the road and takes fans on a retrospective of his career. A visual backdrop illustrating Randy’s legendary rock n’ roll journey will accompany each song, giving viewers a historical glimpse into one of Canada’s greatest musical ambassadors.

WITCHING HOUR  
October 12 - 13  
Lineup and passes coming Summer 2018  
Co-presented with Little Village Magazine

Witching Hour, a festival dedicated to exploring the unknown, discussing creative process, and presenting new work, will return to Downtown Iowa City on October 12 - 13. Each fall, the two-day event blends daring artists and thinkers who are pushing the boundaries of their respective crafts. Through performances, readings, discussions, workshops, and screenings, we engage what it means to be human in today’s world and how we can build a greater society.

Lineup, passes, and schedule will be released in Summer 2018. More information at witchinghourfestival.com or find us on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.

THE CAPITOL STEPS  
October 16 at 7:00 p.m.  
$36.50 - $48.50 Reserved Seating

The Capitol Steps are gracing the stage with this year’s biggest stars—Mike Pence, Hillary Clinton, Vladimir Putin, Bernie Sanders, and those who were gone too soon—Sean Spicer, Tom Price, Rex Tillerson, and, of course, the Mooch. Everyone’s under suspicion when these former Congressional staffers poke fun at both sides of the aisle, cracking you up with song parodies like “How Do You Solve A Problem Like Korea” and “Wake Me Up In Mar-a-Lago.” Sharing new songs from Orange Is the New Barack, get ready to enjoy politics being funny again.

*Ticket purchases may incur additional fees. For more information, please go to englert.org/about/understanding-ticket-fees
Iowa City Song Project
In celebration of its 100th birthday in 2012, The Englert Theatre commissioned 31 Iowan musicians and bands to write and record songs inspired by Iowa City. The result is the Iowa City Song Project, an album as diverse and cutting edge as the city itself. The album contains a spectrum of music from roots-rock to the avant-garde, bringing together a community of artists in a unique musical experience. Give it a listen at https://soundcloud.com/englert. CDs and LPs are available for purchase at the box office.

Englert at 100
Englert at 100 showcases Iowa City-based photographer Sandy Dyas' celebration of the Englert's centennial year. Her photos document Englert show days from bus arrivals to post-performance loadouts. Dyas was given full access behind the scenes, capturing performers warming up in the dressing rooms and Englert staff working their offstage magic, creating an artistic documentation of the theater's identity.

An Illustrated Century by Josh Carroll
Local artist Josh Carroll was commissioned to create a comic book documenting a century of Englert Theatre history including its 1912 Vaudeville origins, movie theatre heyday, and performing arts center reincarnation. This richly-illustrated timeline provides an engaging way to connect with the past and trace the journey of Iowa City's last remaining historic theater.

Poetry by Dora Malech
In 2014, the Englert celebrated its 10-year anniversary as a nonprofit. Celebrations included special performances, dinners, and commissioned work from poet and former Iowa City resident Dora Malech. The Englert commissioned Malech to write original poetry for the anniversary, celebrating the theme of gratitude. Without the efforts and continuing support of the community, the Englert wouldn’t exist as it is today, and we are forever grateful to our donors, sponsors, patrons, and volunteers.

ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE 2014: Nat Baldwin
The Englert believes in supporting emerging and working artists and has created an Artist-in-Residence Program to allow artists time to work on their projects while experiencing and engaging with the Iowa Creative Corridor. Bassist/composer Nat Baldwin of the rock band Dirty Projectors was the first resident hosted in February 2014. Baldwin’s residency included substantial time for him to work on new compositions as well as to engage with the Corridor community by conducting a songwriting workshop with students.
from Tate High School and visiting area cultural institutions with local artists.

**Englert Beer Series**

From Fall 2015 to Spring 2016, the Englert partnered with three local breweries to brew three original beers for the Englert Beer Series. Inspired by our past, present, and future, the original beers poured from the minds of brewers at Backpocket Brewing Company, Lion Bridge Brewing Company, and Big Grove Brewery. Backpocket’s Riot of ’84 Pre-Prohibition Lager was reminiscent of the beer likely made by John Englert at Iowa City’s first brewery, and inspired by his hand in inciting the Beer Riots of 1884. Lion Bridge’s Local Talent Robust Porter shines a spotlight on our mission of serving as a conduit between local and national scenes. Finally, Big Grove’s Quantum Finish Hybrid-Style Double IPA is a funky beer aged in Cedar Ridge barrels with season citrus fruits, a true Corridor collaboration. Englert Beer Series beer may be available for purchase again in the future.

**The Evolution of Bruno Littlemore**

The Englert’s first-ever, commissioned original stage play, *The Evolution of Bruno Littlemore*, premiered in Spring 2016. It’s a story of evolution, biological and lingual. It’s a story of love, across boundaries and species. It’s a story of oppression, of inequality and colonialism. It’s the story of Bruno Littlemore, an unusually intelligent chimpanzee. Presented in partnership with Working Group Theatre and New Territory Dance Company, the piece is based on the novel from recent Iowa Writers’ Workshop graduate Benjamin Hale.

**ARTISTS-IN-RESIDENCE 2016/2017: Dis/Unity: A Service**

The Englert’s Artist-in-Residence program hosted a group of artists for a week in Summer 2016 to workshop an in-the-making performance-based installation, *Dis/Unity: A Service*, which premiered before a live audience at the Deadwood Tavern, addressing trauma, liberation, and transcendence through sculptural installations and audience interaction. The final work premiered at the Englert in Fall 2017, and featured an ensemble of artists: Barber, Boubacar Djiga, Courtney D. Jones, Esther Baker-Tarpaga, Heidi Wiren Bartlett, Raquel Monroe, and Wendell Gray II.
The Englert Theatre debuted September 26, 1912, transforming a livery stable into a space that would host touring Vaudeville acts and movies for Iowa City citizens and students. Driven by the vision of William and Etta Englert, the space initially held 1,071 seats, a candy store, and a barbershop. The second floor was also the home of the Englert family, while the third floor housed touring performers.

William Englert died in his home in 1920, at the age of 46. Etta invited A.H. Blank and Nate Chapman to oversee the theatre's operations. Chapman died five years later but his wife Dora remained active in the Englert's management (along with her brother, Al Davis, and her son Ansel). Both Dora and Etta were present on February 13, 1926 for the fire that blazed through the Englert's roof, ultimately resulting in $125,000 worth of damage to a property that had required only $60,000 to build 14 years before. Etta Englert – along with her new husband James Hanlon, A.H. Blank, and Dora Chapman – immediately began working to restore the building with an eye to the ornate aesthetic tendencies of the twenties.
In the 1980’s, Blank and Central States of Des Moines (A.H. Blank’s company) — in partnership with the Chapman family — decided to transform the Englert into two small-screen movie theaters. The screens operated until 1999 when the managers of the Englert family finally decided to relinquish their claim on the property. It was snapped up by a bar owner with wishes to transform it into a nightclub, but a group of concerned citizens convinced the City of Iowa City to purchase the theater and hold the property in trust until funds could be raised to purchase the space outright.

Over the next five years, this group worked diligently to rebuild the Englert as a premier arts venue and a hub in the Iowa City cultural scene. In part — under the banner of “Save the Englert” — the group diligently raised funds to restore the Englert to its 1920’s glory. The names of contributors are memorialized throughout the building, including on in the Capital Campaign plaque in the Englert lobby, on plaques throughout the theatre, as well as on the backs of the seats of the theatre.

The Englert was reintroduced to the Iowa City community on December 4, 2004, when the doors were opened to its first live performance in over 40 years. Since that time, the Englert has become an increasingly prominent part of the arts scene in the Midwest, not only through its role in organizing the Mission Creek and Witching Hour festivals, but also as it commissions new artistic works (such as “The Evolution of Bruno Littlemore”) and features new work from artists-in-residence (Nat Baldwin, composer, and the Dis/Unity performance art collective).
COMING SOON TO

KEN LUDWIG’S
A COMEDY OF TENORS
SEPTEMBER 6 - 30
Hysterical mayhem takes the stage in a brand new play that will have you rolling in the aisles until the fat lady sings!

Sponsored by Capper Auto Group, FOX 28/CBS 2, & Iowa Source Magazine

THE ADDAMS FAMILY
OCTOBER 11 - NOVEMBER 4
Join your favorite creepy,ooky, mysterious and spooky family for this madcap musical adventure!

Sponsored by N2 Publishing & OnMedia

AWAY IN THE BASEMENT:
A CHURCH BASEMENT LADIES CHRISTMAS
NOVEMBER 15 - DECEMBER 20
On the day of the church Christmas pageant, anything that can go wrong probably will. It’s the Church Basement Ladies to the rescue!

Sponsored by John & Peg Slusher & MatureFocus

Quality Suzuki music instruction for students of all ages.
Life-enhancing opportunities from preschool through career preparation.
Internationally known for Excellence.

For more information:
www.preucil.org • 319.337.4156
West Music is proud to be your trusted resource helping you play now and play for life.

westmusic.com

Inspire(d) DRIFTLESS MAGAZINE

POSITIVE NEWS FROM THE DRIFTLESS REGION

SINCE 2007

DRIFTLESS FOOD guide

NEW!

AWESOME PEOPLE FOOD LOCAL ADVENTURE

PROJECTS TRAVEL iloveinspired.com

October 10–14

RUG EVENT

handknotted rugs by fairly paid adults

* * *

Tribal, Bokhara, Persian from 2’x3’ to 10’x14’ & runners

* * *

TEN THOUSAND VILLAGES

319-519-2104

Event held at: Iowa City Masonic Building 312 College St.
Iowa City Radio.
On air. All the time.

KRUI 89.7 FM

THEATRE CEDAR RAPIDS
2018 / 2019

SEASONS OF MAGIC

TICKETS AND SUBSCRIPTIONS ON SALE NOW AT THEATRECR.ORG
EVERYONE
YOU NEED FOR
A SUCCESSFUL
PRODUCTION

WE ARE A PROUD SUPPORTER
OF THE PERFORMING ARTS!

WE ARE A PROUD SUPPORTER
OF THE PERFORMING ARTS!

GET YOUR CUSTOMIZED RISK REVIEW:
www.awwelt.com
24 Westside Drive | Iowa City, IA 52246 | 319-887-3700
AUTO • HOME • LIFE • HEALTH • BUSINESS • & MORE

Become a
MEMBER!
Be a part of our future.
JOIN ONLINE uima.uiowa.edu

We are a Proud Supporter of the Performing Arts!

319.248.9370
WWW.CORALVILLEARTS.ORG

The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time
City Circle Acting Company

Oct 4
Glenn Miller Orchestra
Presented by the CCPA

Oct 19-21
Sleepy Hollow, a Musical Tale
Young Footlites Youth Theatre

Dec 7-9
Beauty & the Beast
City Circle Acting Company
& 14-16

Feb 15-17
The Who’s TOMMY
City Circle Acting Company
Mar 8-10
Alice in Wonderland
Young Footlites Youth Theatre

...and more!

115 3rd Street SE, Suite 1200
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52401
319.366.7641

1150 5th Street, Suite 170
Coralville, Iowa 52241
319.354.1019

wwwspmblawcom
Audience Guidelines

In the age of lightning-fast entertainment that allows movies, music, and more to be downloaded in an instant to a smartphone, consumers may not be aware of how their technology and behavior can affect the concert-going experience for fellow audience members and for the performers themselves. The following guidelines need to be respected in order for all patrons and artists to have an enjoyable and safe experience. Please be courteous to those around you.

If you need assistance during the show, please go to your nearest volunteer usher. If additional assistance is needed, the usher will find the appropriate person to help you further.

Please arrive on time. We know parking downtown can be a hassle and our will-call lines can be long. Please allow extra time for travel, parking, and finding your seats. If you arrive late, we may ask you to wait until an appropriate break in the show to get you to your seats.

Do not have conversations, even whispering, during the concert or event. This will distract performers as well as fellow audience members. If your child becomes restless, frightened, or loud, please take him or her to the lobby.

Silence all cell phones, pagers, watches, and other devices. Don’t text, tweet, blog, or surf the web. The glow from your device is distracting. You are here to enjoy the show, so please give the show your attention!

Keep feet, bags, and children out of the aisles. Blocking the aisles is against the fire code.

Pay attention to venue rules and posted notices. Many shows do not allow photography or recording. Flash photography is never allowed. If we ask you to stop, please do so.

Pay attention to the vibe of the show. If the crowd gets up and starts dancing, join them. Please don’t try to do a one-person show for your own entertainment. We will ask you to sit down.

Respect the supporting act: You never know where they are going in the future. If you really dislike the music, take a walk or check out our current gallery exhibit on the second floor. Please be polite.

Patrons are never allowed on stage. Not before the show, during the show, or after the show.

Grounds for removal: If our staff finds you are not adhering to the above guidelines, we will give one verbal warning requesting that you change your behavior. If you continue to disregard the guidelines, we will request that you leave the premises. Being removed from more than one event will result in being banned from Englert-presented events for at least one calendar year.
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Staff of the Englert

IOANNIS ALEXAKIS  AUDIO ENGINEER / LIGHTING DESIGNER
CLAIRE BARRETT  MARKETING ASSISTANT / FRONT OF HOUSE SERVICES
PETE BECKER  MONITOR ENGINEER
DANIEL BOSCALJON  STAFF WRITER
ANDREW COOK  CUSTOMIAN
JESSICA EGLI  EVENTS DIRECTOR
BREE GLENN  GRAPHIC DESIGNER
ALY HIGH  MARKETING DIRECTOR
NIC KRAFT  LIGHTING DESIGNER / MAINTENANCE ASSOCIATE
CRAIG OWSLEY  BOX OFFICE STAFF / SECURITY
ANDRE PERRY  EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
NOLAN PETERSEN  BOX OFFICE STAFF
MATTHEW “RED” REBELSKY  SENIOR AUDIO ENGINEER
KATIE ROBBINS  PATRON SERVICES MANAGER
KATIE ROCHE  DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR
EMILY SALMONSON  HOUSE MANAGER / BOX OFFICE STAFF
ALEXI SCHLESINGER  CONCESSIONS ASSOCIATE
SARAH SHONROCK  OPERATIONS DIRECTOR
KENT SMITH  HEAD USHER
DAN STOLLEY  HOUSE MANAGER
CONNOR WADE  DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATE
ADRIENNE WOODARD  CUSTOMIAN / SECURITY

Front of House Services

NOAH ANDRYS, BILL ARMENTO, KENN BOWEN, JOE DEMAREST, ERIN DURIAN, PATRICIA FOOTE, EMMA GRAY, SAVANNAH LANE, JUDE MCDONNELL, ALISON MCGOFF, TOMMY MCILHON, DAVE MOORE, PETER RHOMBERG, EMILY ROBERTS, JOSEPH SCEERY

Board of Directors

VICKIE SHARP  PRESIDENT
AMY HOSPODARSKY  VICE PRESIDENT
JASON WAGNER  TREASURER
MONICA MOEN  PAST PRESIDENT, SECRETARY
TIM MCDougALL  PAST PRESIDENT

NANCY ABRAM  TIMOTHY HILL  JOSEPH MORELAND
JB BARNHOUSE  BRAD JOHNSON  JESSE SINGERMANN
CARL BROWN  NATE KAEDING  ELLIOTT SOHN
WALLY CHAPPLE  MUNEERA KAPADIA
MAGGIE CONROY  NELLIE LINK
ROB DECKER  ANDY MARTIN
You never actually own a Patek Philippe.
You merely take care of it for the next generation.